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ABSTRACT
We propose a Random-Forest based sign language identification system. The system uses low-level visual features and
is based on the hypothesis that sign languages have varying
distributions of phonemes (hand-shapes, locations and movements). We evaluated the system on two sign languages –
British SL and Greek SL, both taken from a publicly available corpus, called Dicta Sign Corpus. Achieved average F1
scores are about 95% – indicating that sign languages can be
identified with high accuracy using only low-level visual features.

Even though extensive literature exists on sign language
recognition [7, 8, 9, 10], to the best of our knowledge, little
published work exists on automatic sign language identification and in this paper, we propose a sign language identification algorithm and report experimental results carried out
on two sign languages (British and Greek). The best performance obtained, measured in terms of average F1-score, is
95% – much higher than 50% – a result we would expect from
a random binary classifier. Interestingly, this performance is
achieved using low-level visual features. The rest of the paper
will give more details.

Index Terms— Sign language, sign language identification, language identification
1. INTRODUCTION
Human language is expressed and interpreted in different
modalities of communication. These include text, speech and
sign. The task of automatic Language Identification (LID)
is to quickly and accurately identify the used language as
expressed in a given modality. The correct identification of a
language enables efficient deployment of tools and resources
in applications that include machine translation, information
retrieval and routers of incoming calls to a human switchboard operator fluent in the identified language. All these
applications need language identification systems that work
with near perfect accuracy; but how accurate are language
identification systems?
Language identification is a widely researched area in
written and spoken modalities [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The literature
shows varying degrees of success depending on the modality.
Languages in their written forms can be identified to about
99% accuracy using markov models [1]. Languages in their
spoken forms can be identified to an accuracy that ranges
from 79-98% using different models (GMM, PRLM, parallel PRLM) [3, 6]. What are the results for automatic sign
language identification?
∗ The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Commissions 7th Framework Program under grant agreement no
238405 (CLARA).
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2. SIGN LANGUAGE PHONEMES
A signer of a given sign language produces a sequence of
signs. According to Stokoe [11], each sign consists of
phonemes called hand-shapes, locations and movements.
The phonemes are made using one hand or both hands. In either case, each active hand assumes a particular hand-shape,
a particular orientation in a particular location (on or around
the body) and with a possible particular movement.
The aforementioned phonemes that come from hands
make up the manual signs of a given sign language. But the
whole message of a sign language utterance is contained not
only in manual signs but also in non-manual signs. Nonmanual signs include facial expressions, head/shoulder motion and body posture. This paper does not attempt to directly
use non-manual signs for language identification.
The central idea of Stokoe’s model is that signs can be
broken down into phonemes and that the phonemes contrast
only simultaneously. An alternative to Stokoe’s model is that
of Move-Hold model [12]. The Move-Hold model (M-H
model) emphasizes the sequence aspect of segments of signs
(i.e. signs are made up of sequences of moves and holds) and
each segment is described by a set of features of hand-shape,
orientation, location and movement.
This paper uses the idea than signs can be broken into
phonemes, an idea that is common to both Stokoe’s and M-H
model. But it assumes that features extracted from frames are
independent of each other. Every frame has features for handshapes, locations and movements. The movement features are
extracted from two frames (current and previous frames).
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3. METHOD
An ideal sign language identification system (SLID) should
be independent of content, context, vocabulary and robust
with regard to signer identity as well as to noise and distortions introduced by cameras. Some of the desirable features
of an ideal SLID system are:

Hu moments capture shapes and arrangements of the foreground objects (in this case, skin blobs). Formed by combining normalized central moments, these moments offer invariance to scale, translation, rotation and skew [17]. They are
among the most widely used features in sign language recognition [10].

1. should be robust to intra- and inter-signer variability.

3.2.2. Locations/Hand-arragements

2. should be invariant to camera-induced variations (scale,
translation, rotation, view, occlusion, etc).

To encode hand locations of the signer, we used grids of
10x10 with the center of the face used as a reference. To find
the center of the face, we used the Viola Jones face detector
[18]. The position and scale of the detected face is used to
calculate the position and scale of the grid. The center of
the grid is fixed at the third and in the middle column (See
figure 1). Each cell in the grid is a quarter of the height of
the detected face [10]. A cell is assigned 1 if more than 50
percent of the area is covered by skin, otherwise, it will be
assigned 0. These cells are changed into a single row vector
of size 100 by concatenating the various rows – one after the
other.

3. increasing the number of target sign languages should
not degrade performance (there are at least 200 sign
languages [13]).
4. decreasing the duration of the test utterance should not
degrade system performance.
Our proposed SLID system has subcomponents and each
subcomponent attempts to address points 1, partly 2 (scale
and translation) and 4. The system subcomponents are four:
a) skin detection b) feature extraction c) modeling d) identification. We briefly describe each subcomponent in the following subsections.
3.1. Skin detection
We used skin color to detect hands/face [14, 15]. Skin-color
has practically useful features. It is invariant to scale, orientation and it is easy to compute. But it also has two problems:
1) perfect skin color ranges for one video do not necessarily
apply to another 2) some objects in the video have the same
color as the hands/face. To solve the first problem, we did explicit manual selection of the skin-color RGB ranges in a way
that is comparable to [16]; other skin detection approaches
(i.e. based on parametric and non-parameteric distributions)
did not perform any better on our dataset. To solve the second
problem, we applied dilation operations and constraint rules
to remove unexpected size of face/hands.

Fig. 1. Each cell in the grids is a square whose side is a quarter
of the height of the face. The size of the face is determined by
Viola Jones algorithm [18] using the data and implementation
provided in the OpenCV library [19].

3.2. Feature extraction

3.2.3. Movements

Assuming the phonemes of sign language are formed from a
set of hand shapes/orientations/arrangements (N), in a set of
locations (L) and with movement types (M), we encode shapes
using Hu-moments, locations using discrete grids (binary patterns) and movements as XORs of two consecutive location
grids (binary patterns).

To encode the types of body movements, we compare the locations of hands/face in the current frame with respect to the
previous frame. The motion is then captured by XORing (the
absolute of pairwise element subtraction) two frame location
vectors. The location vectors are obtained from the cell grids
as described in 3.2.2.

3.2.1. Hand-shapes/Orientations

3.3. Modeling – Random Forest

To encode hand-shapes and orientations of the hands, we used
the seven Hu set of invariant moments (H1 − H7 ) [17] calculated from the gesture space of the signer, which are bounded
by the external lines of the grids shown in figure 1. The seven

We use a random forest algorithm for sign language classification [20, 21]. Random forests generate many decision tree
classifiers and aggregate their results [20]. Their attractive
features include high performance [22], flexibility (no need
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for feature normalization and feature selection) and stability
(small parameter changes do not affect performance).
The random forest algorithm for classification works as
follows:
1. Prepare {x, y} pairs of training data.
2. Learn N predictors as follows:
Data: {x, y} pairs of data
Result: Ntrees predictors (Random forest)
Let Ntrees be the number of trees to build;
for each of Ntrees iterations do
Select a new bootstrap sample from training set;
Grow an un-pruned tree on this bootstrap:
for each node do
randomly sample m of the feature variables;
choose the best split from among those
variables using gini impurity measure;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Random forest training

4. EXPERIMENT
We tested our sign language modeling and identification system on a part of data that is publicly accessible from the DictaSign Corpus1 [23]. The corpus has recordings for four sign
languages with at least 14 signers per language and a session
duration of approximately 2 hours using the same elicitation
materials across languages. From this collection, we selected
19 signers for British and Greek sign languages2 . The signers
have been selected with the criterion that their skin color is
distinct enough from background and their clothes. Table 1
gives details of the experiment data.

Table 1. Sign language identification: experiment data
Sign Language
Total length (in hours)
Number of signers
Number of clips
Average clip size (in minutes)

3.4. Identification
During identification, an unknown sign language utterance of
frame length T is first converted to frame vectors of length T ,
with each frame vector having features xt (207-dimension).
These feature vectors are then scored against each language.
With the assumption that the observations (feature vectors
xi )s are statistically independent of each other, the scoring
function is a log-likelihood function and is defined as:
L(x/l) =

T
X

log p(xt /l),

T
X
ˆl = arg max(
log p(xt /l) + log p(l)),
l

Table 2. Sign language identification: classification results
Number of training clips = 197 (random 50% of clips)
Number of test clips = 198 (rest 50%)
Clip size = 60 seconds
BSL
GSL
Average/total

(1)

(2)

Precision
0.94
0.96
0.95

Recall
0.96
0.94
0.95

F1-score
0.95
0.95
0.95

Support
94
104
198

Are we identifying sign languages and not necessarily
clips of the same signers? In order to answer this, we trained
our system on clips of a group of randomly selected 11 signers and tested on clips of the rest 8 signers. Even though the

t=1

where p(l) is the prior probability, which we fixed to 0.5
(making it irrelevant in our experiments).

Total
16.07
19
395
2.46

We evaluate performance of our identification system in terms
of precision, recall and F1-score. We also evaluate the impact on performance of varying a) the number of training clips
b) the length (in seconds) of test clips.
Table 2 indicates that high accuracy scores can be found
by training on half the data and testing on the other. Figure
2 shows performance variations as a function of training data
size and utterance length; it indicates that utterance length of
10 seconds is good enough to achieve about 90% F1 score.
Ten seconds of utterance correspond to about 25 signs [24].

t=1

where T is the number of frames and p(xt /l) is a probability
of xt for a given language l (values returned by the random
forest model [21]). The language ˆl of the unknown utterance
is chosen as follows:

Greek
7.17
10
209
2.06

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3. Predict new data by aggregating the predictions of the
Ntrees (majority votes for classification).
The random sampling of features at every node in a tree
prevents random forests from overfitting and makes them perform very well compared to many other classifiers [20]. In
our√experiments, we fixed Ntrees to 10 and m to 14 (14 is
≈ 207, the size of our feature vector).

British
8.9
9
186
2.86

1 http://www.dictasign.eu/
2 British and Greek sign language DictaSign Corpora were immediately
available online for our experiments.
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Fig. 2. (a) shows impact of varying the fraction of training
data on average F1 score. (b) shows impact of varying test
utterance length (in seconds) on average F1 score.

scores are now less, the results show that our system is doing
more than signer identity classification (See table 3).
Table 3. Signer independent classification results
Number of training clips = 248 (11 signers)
Number of test clips = 147 (from 8 unseen signers)
Clip size = 60 seconds
Precision Recall F1-score Support
BSL
GSL
Average/total

0.77
0.79
0.78

0.72
0.83
0.78

0.74
0.81
0.78

64
83
147

22

21

51

2

4
5
1
Feature indices

12

3

52

Fig. 3. shows the importance of the ten most informative features out of 207 features (7 for shapes, 100 for locations and
another 100 for movements, indexed in that order). The error
bars are variance of the feature importances for the ten trees.

important features indexed by their position in the feature vector. The figure indicates that feature indices 22 and 21 are the
most important. Interestingly, these refer to locations above
the head slightly to the left. Indices 51 and 52 refer to locations lower (slightly right) of the chin of the signer. Most of
the shape features (the Hu-moments) are also among the most
important. None of the movement features ended up among
the top ten.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Are we really identifying sign languages and not some
other random pattern? In order to answer this question, we
assigned random labels to each clip and trained our system on
random 50% of the clips and tested on the rest. Performance
on different runs produced F1 scores that averaged to about
50% – indicating that our system is not picking any random
pattern. What about systematic patterns like video or people
characteristics that are unique to signers of each language?
The video characteristics of the two sign language corpora are similar as they were deliberately designed to be parallel for research purposes. But signer bodily characteristics
of each sign languages could be different. How can we distinguish bodily characteristics from sign languages?
To answer this correctly, further research needs to be done
with sign language clips produced by multilingual signers (the
same signers producing utterances in two or more sign languages). For now, we can get insight by examining the most
important features selected by the random forest classifier.
Figure 3 shows the relative importances of the ten most

This paper makes contribution to existing literature on automatic language identification by a) drawing attention to sign
languages, and b) proposing one method for identifying them.
The proposed sign language identification system (SLID) has
the attractive features of simplicity (it uses low-level visual
features without any reference to phonetic transcription) and
high performance (it uses a random forest algorithm).
The system performs with an accuracy of about 95%
(F1-score). From this performance, we can make one important conclusion: sign languages, like written and spoken
languages, can be identified using low level features.
Future work should extend this work to identify several
sign languages. Other possible sign language identification
methods should also be explored (language identification
methods that perform best in written and spoken languages
are phonotactic – Ngram language models). Future work
should also examine automatic phoneme extraction and clustering algorithms with the view to developing sign language
typology (families of sign languages).
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